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Note to presenter: This slide deck provides a comprehensive overview of Digital Square and our activities. Please feel free to select the slides that are most relevant or of interest to you specific audience. This deck is reviewed and revised every month. Last revision August 2018.I’m excited to introduce you today to Digital Square, an innovative new investment mechanism that’s seeking to transform digital health systems. Digital Square lives at the international nonprofit PATH and is supported by USAID, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and a growing group of donors.
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Global Goods October 
Webinar: Technical 
Highlights Across Our 
Community

October 30, 2019
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Presentation Notes
(Amanda)Housekeeping itemsFirst, we will be sending this presentation out along with the recording, so please ensure you are on mute. We want to make this time together constructive, informative and participatory; so please ask questions in the chat.We will be monitoring the chat box to answer questions throughout this presentation



Agenda

Opening Remarks, Announcements, Introductions – Carl 
Fourie (5 minutes)
Highlights of the OpenMRS Quality Assurance activities 

supported through Digital Square – Jan Flowers (12-15 minutes)
Reveal and Akros’ shift from mSpray – Annie Martin (12-15 
minutes)
OpenCRVS and the proof of concept in Bangladesh (12-15 
minutes) – Annina Wersun and Ryan Crichton
Q&A – remaining time
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Digital Square Announcements
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Next webinar “Capacity Building and Network Analysis” in January 2020
Please complete RSVP form for Global Good Innovators Meeting by November 1
Notice D allocation status notifications coming soon
Digital Financial Services RFA in preliminary technical application co-creation phase
OpenHIE Community Meeting: November 4-8, 2019 in Addis
Communications reminders: 

Strategic communications workshop opportunity
Extended deadline for providing updates to Global Goods Guidebook entries in 
Smartsheet form 
Please contact Bianca Poll with questions at bpoll@path.org
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mailto:bpoll@path.org


Introductions

Carl Fourie, Senior Technical Advisor at Digital Square
Jan Flowers, Director of Global Health Informatics at UW I-TECH
Annie Martin, Research Lead at Akros
Annina Wersun, Product Manager at Plan International
Ryan Crichton, Software Developer at Jembi
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Technical 
Highlights Across 
Our Community



30 October 2019

OpenMRS QA Program 
Ensuring the Quality 

of a Global Good



Just Works

ReliableBug Free

Stable

Meets Requirements
Meets Users Needs

Fitness for Use

Quality is a Customer Determination
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On Time
On Budget

Supports My Work
Available

What Is High Quality?

Supported
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Stability, reliability, efficiency are some of the few terms that come to mind when Quality assurance is brought up. In this case  OpenMRS Quality assurance not only aims to meet these common attributes but intends to do so by creating a framework and tools  which are sustainable in an OpenSource community and will improve the overall quality of OpenMRS products.What constitutes a good product?How can QA make a more useful product  Why is this important?Why now?



Quality Assurance?  Yes, please!
From Reactive Quality Control to ProActive Quality Assurance
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Increased Coverage

Unit Tests

e2e Testing
Integration Testing

Manual UI Testing

Unit Tests

e2e Testing
Integration Testing

Automated 
UI Tests

Reactive: Find Issues Proactive: Prevent Issues

User Acceptance Testing
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Main activities - landscape scan, qa process improvement roadmap, manual test scripts and testing data, automated testing framework, implementer acceptance testing, pilot with implementerBenefitsHarmonizes developer’s thinking across the code base



Community-Led and Supported

● Sustainability
● Adaptable Tools
● Low Barrier Testing Framework
● Documentation

What is the transition 
thought process?

What is the Implementation 
approach?

● Community engagement and decision-making
● Reuse and improve
● Standardised and community approved  processes

Why this approach? ● Ecosystem
● Continuity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This approach ensures continuity beyond the project period and builds an ecosystem which ensures the foundations set up are further improved and kept up to date in the ever changing world of technology.Better alignment with the needs of the community.Faster and higher quality products.Adaptation and borrowing.Implementation approach:Community engagement: activities , democracy, leadership.Reuse and improve: Compile existing content, update, restructure.Processes: Get the processes voted upon by the community and SOPs for modifications.Goals:  Community-led, Sustainable testing processes and framework, Foster a culture of quality assurance in developer practices,High-quality OpenMRS products.



Quality Assurance + Global Goods

Why is quality assurance 
important for Global Goods?

How would you adapt this 
approach for your Global Good?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global Goods Guidelines provides consumers with several rationale for using Global Goods, including leveraging established, software development best practices - such as testing - so that limited resources can be focused elsewhere.Lower implementation and maintenance costsStable, quality productImproved satisfaction by stakeholdersGreater confidence in a Global Good and its dataGrowing trust in our productsConsider OpenMRS QA as a case study of how community-led and supported QA can be used by large scale national implementations.What aspects of this approach can be adapted by other GG?



Thanks!
Any questions?



Spatial intelligence to 
optimize service 

delivery

Annie Martin
Akros



Spatial intelligence optimizes intervention delivery

Where are 
interventions 

needed??

Were they delivered??

Improve impact of 
those interventions



Often coverage measures look at the 
number of structures sprayed related to the 
number of structures found by spray teams.

There is potential that this vastly 
overestimates coverage when structures 

are not found.

Spatial data from Zambia suggest as few as 
54.5% of structures are found  when no 

spatial aids are used in IRS.1

Research from Iran, South Africa, and 
Namibia suggests the challenge of finding 

and visiting structures.2,3,4

1. Bridges et al. Accuracy and impact of spatial aids based on satellite enumeration to improve IRS spatial coverage, Malaria Journal, 2018.
2. Mumbengegwi et al. Is there a correlation between malaria incidence and IRS coverage in western Zambezi region, Namibia? Public health Action, 2018
3. Sakeni et al. Indoor Residual Spraying Coverage and Acceptability Rates to Control Malaria and the Householders’ Reasons of Acceptance or Rejection of Spraying, in South-East of Iran, Int J 

Infect. 2015 ;2(4):e60147.
4. Hlongwana et al. Knowledge and practices towards malaria amongst residents of Bushbuckridge, Mpumalanga, South Africa. Afr Prim Health Care Fam Med, 2011

Often coverage is overestimated
IRS, Malariahousehold was not visited

household received intervention

household visited but didn’t receive 
intervention





● Development grant awarded to build on mSpray
● Support spatially precise interventions on more robust 

platforms, with more flexible data model
● Expands beyond IRS into MDA, Foci Investigation, net 

distribution, SMC, entomological surveys
● Expand the toolkit to support implementation planning



Reveal Workflow

Reveal Web UI

Users plan the reactive 
or routine interventions 
(RACD, MDA, IRS, 
Ento, etc.) using the 
spatial intelligence and 
algorithms run on the 
enumerated structures 
to target/plan.

.

Reveal Mobile Client 

Users carry out 
interventions and collect 
data in the field. 
Intervention data are 
geo-linked at the 
household level, and 
may be linked at person 
level. 

Reveal Web UI

Data syncs back to the 
Reveal Dashboards and 
are reviewed by 
program managers.

Enumerate Plan Deliver Monitor



Implementation Transition

Platform

Data Model

User Strategy

Testing

Training

Protocol 
development



● 2019 implementations in Namibia, Thailand Zambia
● 2020 expansions planned in 5+ countries



https://dsme.community/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The DSME community of practice is diverse and working collaboratively to bring best-practice tools to support malaria elimination . This is a growing community that is gaining momentum…under VW/Chai we are building a bigger community of practice under the malaria focus, but we are in conversations with multiple groups about use outside of malaria. Link to immunization tracking. Ie.If interested in being a part of the COP, contact through website.



Anne Martin acmartin@akros.com

mailto:awinters@akros.com


OpenCRVS Design Research
Insights from human-centred field 

research in Bangladesh



An estimated 1 billion people around the world cannot 
officially prove their identity, and 47% are children. 
(World Bank, 2018)



Why is civil registration important for health?

• Universality

• Denominator for many health related indicators

• WHO digital recommendations: 1 and 2 refer to the use of digital birth and death 
notification respectively, contributing to accountability coverage



Civil registration is broken

• Legal and regulatory constraints make 
universal civil registration practically 
impossible

• Manual, paper-based systems do not work 
in low resource settings

• Digital civil registration solutions have great 
potential but are poorly designed

• Business case for civil registration not 
established  under investment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Constraints: prescriptive legal frameworks and regulations, vital statistics requirementsPoorly designed (despite the promise) – silos, digitisation of existing manual processesBusiness case: foundation of identity management / value of aggregate data



OpenCRVS - a new standard for digital civil registration in 
low resource settings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
User friendly - Designed for low resource settings (e.g. offline mode and robust in poor connectivity settings) / simple and efficient processes to make cost-effective / SMS feedbackAccessible - “Active” civil registration process conducted by trusted agents at the community levelRights based – Provides a platform promoting the right to be recognised, protected and provided for (e.g. checking legal age before marriage)Safe and secure – Setting the bar high (UK gov cyber security standard) / operational monitoring to detect fraudFully interoperable – using open standards (health done)Data enabled – views of data to improve service delivery + policy makingFreely available – so governments can take back control and less tied to vendors 



Design Research

“Design research” is the study of human needs specifically 

undertaken to support the strategic design and development of 

products, services and programmes

Human-centred 
data collection 

based on 
empathy

Synthesis Insights into 
the problem 

Actionable 
solutions



Usability of forms

Insight: Field agents (community 
health workers) have difficulty 
completing long forms in digital format, 
particularly when scrolling is required 
and error messages appear in multiple 
places.

Solution: The use of simplified design 
patterns that have been proven to be 
user friendly and assist high-quality 
data entry.



Offline working

Insight: Field agents working in remote 
locations are unable to complete birth / 
death notifications as they have no/low 
connectivity.

Solution: The field application is built 
using progressive web app (PWA) 
technology with a local data cache, 
which allows the user to continue 
working when there is no or low data 
connectivity. Once a connection is 
established, all completed work is 
synced with the office.



Delegated Authority

Insight: Registrars rarely conduct 
validation and registration activities 
and often have data clerks to do this 
work for them.

Solution: Registrars can delegate 
authority to other actors and enable 
them to monitor and track the actions of 
these individuals to increase 
accountability. 



Feedback on application status

Insight: Informants declaring the birth 
or death are not informed of the 
progress of their application and 
therefore feel let down by the 
registration service

Solution: Once the registration has 
been completed, informants receive an 
SMS telling them that the birth / death 
certificate can be collected from the 
Union Parishad

Explore potential for low literacy 
solutions incl. IVR. 



Work queue

Insight: Registration office staff are 
faced with piles of birth / death notices 
for processing and have no way of 
managing their workload or knowing 
which applications are higher priority

Solution: The work queue is the 
default view for the registration officer, 
showing birth / death notices at 
various statuses, including those 
ready for review. Higher priority 
applications are shown first. By 
expanding an application, full details 
can be seen.



Secure device access

Insight: It is common for 
registration office staff to share login 
details, reducing the traceability of 
data capture.

Solution: A PIN must be entered 
each time accessing the application. 
Once a week an additional 2-factor 
authentication is required, including 
a code being sent via SMS to the 
field agent.



Health as an access point

Insight: health workers have un-paralled
access to families of newborns and those 
related to those who die. These actors 
already capture data required for birth and 
death registration

Solution: Integrate with health systems 
(DHIS2, OpenSRP) to leverage existing data 
capture and minimise additional workload for 
health professionals



OpenCRVS Architecture
The architecture utilizes the OpenHIE architectural specification. 

It consists of an Interoperability layer, enterprise service bus, OpenHIM, 
and the HEARTH tool, a FIHR data store server to capture, store and 
query FHIR resources.

Where necessary additional databases are setup for microservices that
require additional internal information to be stored, such as user details for
role based authentication and payment details.

Four additional usr interface systems included are an offline, mobile 
registration client, a registration desktop application, an administration 
client and a data viz dashboard, into which registration data can be 
aggregated with imported data from interoperable systems such as DHIS2, 
so that OpenCRVS statistics may be visualised.

FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources) Specification, - an HL7 
standard for exchanging healthcare information. https://www.hl7.org/fhir/

https://www.hl7.org/fhir/


Next Steps

1. Pilot in Bangladesh: Jan – Dec 2020

2. Product to be made available on open source licence: Early 2020

3. OpenCRVS Foundation establishment: 2020

4. African Implementation: starting in 2020



Discussion & 
Questions
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digitalsquare@path.org

connecting the world 
for better health

www.digitalsquare.org 
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